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Like Frank O’Hara in New York, Carl Sandburg 
in Chicago or Raymond Souster in Toronto, Chris 
Chambers is a city poet. But he is a nature poet, too.
In these pages, Toronto is equal parts nightlife and
wildlife, crucible and chrysalis, a vessel in which 
things smoulder and transform. What would Toronto 
look like through the lens of a visionary Polish
filmmaker? How does a city dream? These poems 
are generous with imagery and verve. They speak 
lovingly about their connection to a place, and in their 
whimsy and good nature, ascend to the universal. 

PRAISE FOR  THRILLOWS & DESPAIROS

“Every time you reach your hand into the gut of 
Chris Chambers’ new book, you pull out something
writhing, surprising and fresh. But also rare — rare
in that poems so damn wit-filled and well-crafted can 
also be so deeply human and moving: just check out 
the magnificent centrepiece ‘Kieślowski’s Toronto.’ 
Chambers insists that every poem needs a bassist — 
his is equal parts Flea and Jaco Pastorius.”
 — STUART ROSS , author of You Exist. Details Follow.

PRAISE FOR  LAKE WHERE NO ONE SWIMS

“Lake Where No One Swims exhibits a superior 
attention to craft and an understanding of the
necessary complex relationship between life and art.”
 — KEVIN CONNOLLY, Eye Weekly
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“If you become a bird and fly away from me,” said his mother,
“I will be a tree that you come home to.”

        MARGARET WISE BROWN 
        The Runaway Bunny

        This strange book (and its author) 
        is dedicated to Andrea and Lily.

        Nice tree.



Could it be, I wondered, that our need for distraction, 
our mania for the new, was, in essence, an instinctive  
migratory urge akin to that of birds in autumn?

  BRUCE CHATWIN 
  The Songlines
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INTRODUCTION TO “ORIGINAL THOUGHT”

Not hot sand. Not salty water. 
The sea’s floor is like a golf tournament off Miami 
on a sunny Saturday on TV.

The pictures are green and different green
between white sand with blurry shapes,
striped and speckled, playing through.

The next summer, sharks enter, and then torsos – 
some with legs attached – sink terrifyingly
like heavy chairs into darkening water. 

Large fish
mechanical (perhaps), man-eating (perhaps)
swim aggressively,

move, apparently, around cameras
while men in black rubber suits
wait in cages lit electric blue.
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ORIGINAL THOUGHT

Realizing I had never been visited by an original thought
came up on and depressed me, when I discovered, or, rather,
re-remembered the expression “Trust is a four-letter word”
was not mine. Perhaps unwittingly’s the word. Or formerly wittingly.

It crept up again – in bed – reading Berryman aloud
(as if for the first time!) – saying, “Aaahhh” to learn
it was his famous nag mother’s “ever to confess you’re bored
means you have no Inner Resources.”

Not particularly good or helpful advice this – the huffing 6-year-old
might have you read the dictionary for penance, the wrong teen
might leap off the Bloor Viaduct – but nicely put – elegant.
(Myself, I’m never bored – except sometimes at a restaurant.)

That phrase “suffer the fool” – I would bank on it being from 
Shakespeare, but my ideas on one’s inability or ability to do this
come from reading F. Scott Fitzgerald,
and for turning out my good upbringing into a sort of retail charm.

My I-drank-too-much mornings – 
that’s John Cheever talking; my shin splints speech – that’s Dieter Dorp,
my high school track coach; the remark about not wanting to own
because “I’m a committed renter” – my friend Andrew.
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I suppose the closest things to original thoughts
(this from an almost certainly assailable position),
my best thoughts, my cleverest
probably occur playing hockey – 

though I’d hate to stand up for this point under fire of debate.
(I’d rather just play.) That laser-beam snapshot
from the high slot to the top corner of the net arrived
without a preamble – had I thought much at all

I’d have considered passing,
someone would have been on me, the goalie would have set up…
that’s more instinct than thought.
And 30 years of hockey hardly qualifies it as original.

You might say my prettiest thoughts were saved for poetry – 
if you thought me frugal.
But keep in mind Dr. Williams,
who waits till his daughters and wife are in bed,

who waits till it is late at night before nominating himself
the happy genius of his household. And of course I defer 
to Miss Bishop, who, accused in an interview,
blushed guilty at the mention of herself “a poet.”
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Still, you live your life
with or without your deficiencies. In a red velvet booth 
at the faux English pub in our neighbourhood, 
drinking in the glory days with Derek and Beth one night,

none of us faced with the disillusionment of 10 o’clock, au contraire – 
awake! Nodding ardently!
Why stand cornered at a New Year’s party
discussing lifestyle strategies?

“If someone’s chasing you down the street with a knife
you just run, you don’t turn around and shout,
‘Give it up! I was a track star at Mineola Prep.’”
Of course we all love O’Hara, so we leave the last word to him.
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MAY 1 ST

The night after chicken korma and aloo gobi
at the Red Rose, I was informed my stomach
made noises never before heard. “Incomprehensible 
to some,” I trilled, “last night I was dreaming in Hindi!”
And the thrillows sang on behind the blinds.

“Are those sparrows, Bird Poet?” I was asked.
“Despairos?” I said,
“Why despairo? 
Those are young enthusiastic children
of jaded homebody parents.”

They were not the nagging jay who joined us last week:
so handsome and angry and mean, 
his voice a fork on a plate, the screech of a taxi brake.
My second sighting he buzzed an old sleep-drunk squirrel
clambering down the trunk of the maple out front.

Welcome back forsythia – welcome thrillows and
despairos, pigeons, wood doves, squeaky bikes,
bikes whose seats need raising. Welcome crowded bike posts:
now we’ll lock a block away.
Welcome needy grass, magnolia litter.

Welcome squirrels. Welcome jay.
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A LOT OF THINGS

Like the flavours of ice cream. Like a menu of just desserts.
The Vanilla Recession. The Marshmallow Recession with nuts. 
The Great Maraschino Cherry Slowdown of 2012. The Mad Cow Recession.
The Sit-In & Subsequent Recession of the Suburban Family.

This written prior to the onset of the Condominium 
Recession of the late ohs. In the wave after wave
of grey endless winters, each rechristened by the papers 
with a logo and a cutesy name. The Last Gas! (Pfffft.)

The Sunset Clause of December 25th, 200–
The Squeegee Kids Recession. (rainy summer.)
The Bilked by Corrupt Investment Bankers Recession. 
The Investment Bankers Recession! (poor things.) 

Like Russian dolls they fit just so. The Stanozolol Recession, fuelled 
by Cialis, silicon and Bowflex; stoked by creepola electronic/
televisual messages aimed directly at the one-time privates.
The Falling Sky. 

The 55-year-old man recessing to the 65-year-old 
recessing to the 70-year-old recessing…shrinking into 
The 75-Year-Old Man’s Recession (The Dying Bear)…recessing
back to the days just before the Condominium Recession…

The Gasoline Recession was strangling the burbs
and living downtown seemed like the best revenge, 
and then, after weeding produced a great hole, asprout
from every block a new gargantuan apartment building
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the size of a cruise ship, and only very rarely as scrumptious
in looks as a slice of cake, and almost exclusively covered 
in glass the greenish-blue tint that hides secret 
swimming pools. And each and every suite within, it was said,

was the puny size most likely to make any couple 
irritated with each other after a short spell – 
any equity-accruing couple too close for comfort – 
just glassed in enough for an ill-fated flat screen love affair.

The desperate beckoning billboards tackled breeding: 
Join Condo Family! One unit a bedroom, one unit a den!
Spread your brood into multiples! 
Pigeonhole your family’s needs! Sleep right next door!

Condo Family billboards beget Condo Family Digest 
& Mail Order Service from The Miniature Boutique,
Little Needs. And it all, at first, like a lot of things, 
quite frankly, made us sick, and then we began to get used to it. 

And it was like we all became construction site foremen: 
here comes the digging, here comes cement, here comes the wiring
the plumbing the bricks and the glass, 
open the doors and here come the people. 

Until the Condominium Recession. 
When the billboards stopped looking down at us, and, in familiar, 
recession-weary tones, we looked back up, and asked, “what happened?”
But by then all we could see was tall buildings.




